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Signal OAK to MAD Inlet, North Carolina.

General Description of the Coast:

The coast is in general a low sand beach with occasional dunes, some of which reach the proportions of small hills. Back of the beach is a low marsh area, beyond which the real mainland of wooded country begins. From the sea these wooded areas have the appearance of growing right on the beach. Through the marsh runs numerous slues, some of which are navigable in skiffs or rowboats, but most of which go bare at low-water.

Landmarks:

There are no really distinctive landmarks, as the country is flat and not thickly settled except that at Tubbs Inlet there is a group of buildings back of the main shore, prominent among which is a red building. This group of buildings is called Seaside.

Inshore Dangers:

There are numerous wrecks inshore on the beaches. The more prominent of which are shown on the sheets. These wrecks are so close on the beach that they are no menace to navigation except in the cases of Shallotte and Lockwood Folly Inlets.

Bars and Channels:

The only bars and inlets in the limits of these sheets, that are accessible to boats of more than two foot draft are Lockwood Folly, Shallotte and Tubbs Inlet. The depths and channels in these Inlets will be discussed in the descriptive report for the Hydrographic Sheets.

Changes in the Coastline:

There are frequent changes and shifts in the shoreline from time to time, especially in the neighborhood of the Inlets. In times of storms new inlets break through and old ones close up or shift to new locations. The bars at the larger Inlets also shift frequently and in the case of buoyed entrances the buoys have to be shifted from time to time.
Survey methods:

The usual planetable stadia methods were used. The control was very good because of the numerous traverse stations planted along the beach. Most of these were recovered and in many instances the intermediate turning stakes were also found and used as checks in the topographic traverse. In every instance the errors of closure were within the allowable limit.

Respectfully submitted,

Roland D. Horne
Roland D. Horne, H. & G. Engineer, Topographer,

February 25, 1925.
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